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December 22. 2013
Re: Letter of SUPPORT for Proposal 99
Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board,
My name is Jane Petrich and I SUPPORT Proposal 99.
I set net for salmon on the west side of Kodiak Island along with my three sons and my ex-husband. I began set netting in 1978 and am the
poster child of what would happen if stacking were to be allowed in the set net fishery on Kodiak according to those who oppose Proposal
99. This amazes me. There are 5 Kodiak set net permits in my family –one each owned by my three sons (purchased in 2000, 2006,
2008), my ex-husband (purchased in 1988), and mine.
The opposition says that stacking would lead to consolidation and that new entrants would not be allowed in the fishery. What about my
three sons who grew up in the fishery? Don’t they have a right to economic success due to their participation in the fishery? My kids started
earning crew shares when they turned 7 and had duties including cleaning the cabins and skiff, preparing meals and cleaning the nets on
closures. Should the person getting off the ferry with nothing but their pack back be given priority over my three sons who have spent
every summer of their lives participating in the fishery?
Over the years each of my sons has bought a permit. The opposition says that permits were bought and transferred to expand multiple site
permits when stacking was allowed in 2008-2010-referring to my family. Yes we did purchase a permit in 2008 and took advantage of the
stacking option but we would have purchased the permit whether or not the dual permit option was in place. Three years after the sunset of
the option we are still fishing 5 permits.
(A brief aside the permit we purchased in 2006 would have gone to a man who lives in Dubai and New York when not sports fishing in
Larsen Bay and the permit we purchased in 2008 would have gone to a rancher in Texas if we had not been able to come up with the
asking price of the sellers.)
The opposition says that dual permit holders will negatively impact smaller, rural communities. Our operation is located in the village of
Larsen Bay. We provide a tremendous boost to the local community with our presence. We hire local residents as crew, we own three
separate properties in the village to house family and crew, we pay monthly utilities to the community year round and we rent three annual
slips in the local harbor. My family participates in community events during the spring, summer and fall and has built strong friendships
within the community oven the past 35 years.
All three of my sons attended Kodiak schools through High School and one of my sons along with myself have received graduate degrees
from the University of Alaska system. During the time we are not in Larsen Bay two of my sons and I live and work in Kodiak and are active
participants in the community. We own homes, pay taxes and contribute daily to our community through our volunteer efforts. One of my
sons lives with his wife and child in Anchorage and works as an advocate for a number of south central rural municipalities from this hub.
My ex husband also lives in Anchorage. We are all lifelong Alaskans and we POSITIVELY impact the smaller, rural communities of Alaska
in which we live.
The opposition says that the dual permit holder will use the option as a mechanism of convenience and that allowance for absenteeism for
hardship cases can be handled through emergency transfers. The emergency transfer system is very limited and restrictive. If you are an
elementary or high school student you can get an emergency transfer when you have to return to school but not if you are a college student.
If you are pregnant and/or nursing you can get an emergency transfer but you cannot get a transfer due to chronic conditions often related
to aging. If you are a teacher with 3 months off from teaching each year or a consultant or accountant who can manage your accounts when
you not on the nets you are golden. Many professions do not allow such flexibility. The emergency transfer is not a fair or equitable system.
The opposition assures us of the doom and gloom of dual permit holders –they say look what happened in Bristol Bay! This is not Bristol
Bay. This the Kodiak set net fishery. This is a family centered, low profit fishery. The families who fish cooperatively assure the continuity of
this fishery but to be profitable we need more flexibility. Historically 50% of the money is made by 20% of the permits fishing
(cfec.state.ak.us/quartile). The remaining 80% of the permits do not provide enough profitability for the participants.
If the argument of consolidation is holding you back from approving this proposal then adapt it to allow stacking of a permit for 2 years out
of every 5 – or some combination that would safeguard against the unforeseen consequences that are being PREDICTED.
Proposal 99 is a good thing for my family and for the fishery as a whole. It provides us the flexibility to maintain our continued involvement
in the fishery in the short and long term. It provide stability to the rural, smaller communities on the Island and will help to prevent economic
distress among fishermen and those dependent upon them for a livelihood. (1972 Constitutional Amendment).

Submitted By Jane Petrich
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S04K permit holder
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My name is Jane Petrich and I support Proposal 95.
In years of low Karluk early run sockeye returns, the Northwest District west side salmon fishery is open only a few days in June, in order to
protect the Karluk sockeye run. An unintended consequence of this is that setnetters have less opportunity to catch Spiridon bound fish,
which peak in the last part of June, while seiners can still access those fish inside the Spiridon Bay Special Harvest Area. In years of low
Karluk abundance setnetters lose opportunity to catch Spiridon fish which both gear groups paid for.
To allow more equitable access to these Spiridon sockeye, Proposal 95 would allow for a 114 hour (4 1/2 day) gillnet-only opening in the
Central District on June 28.
Proposal 95 provides reasonable access to Spiridon for the set net fleet despite potential escapement issues at Karluk, and gives
setnetters the opportunity to benefit from the 2% tax we have contributed over the past 20 years. It still protects Karluk by allowing
escapement into late June. Despite the fact that all of the setnetters, have been taxed 2% to fund programs meant to benefit all KRAA
members and augment wild stock returns, the reality is, seiners have access to all of the enhancement projects--because of Karluk issues.
In essence, the set net fleet subsidizes fishing opportunity for seiners when we have no access to our only enhancement project. This
ongoing situation reallocates our part of the Spiridon harvest to the seiners
Proposal 95 is a reasonable and fair solution which will increase fishing time for the set net fleet and will have very little impact the Karluk
escapement. This is not an adversarial attempt against seiners, it is just a common sense solution that is fair way for setnetters to get a
return on their 2% investment.

Submitted By Jill Wittenbrader
Affiliation
Resident of Kodiak
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We need better information about catch and bycatch in state wide trawl fisheries. Given the serious decline in tanner crab, king salmon
and and halibut stocks I believe it would serve the best intersts of our state and our fisheries to require 100% observer coverage in gulf of
Alaska trawl fisheries. I support proposal 45. We didn't even have a tanner season this year. Halibut are very hard it find for local
subsistence residents. Someohtng needs to be done ASAP to ensure the healthy future of our fisheries. Please act now and require 100%
observer coverage for all trawl fisheries in state waters.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment,
Jill Wittenbrader
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Submitted By Mary Furuness
Affiliation
NOAA, NMFS Alaska Region

NMFS Alaska Region discussion of fishery impacts from
2013 BOF proposals
Proposal 43: All groundfish GHL set at 25% of Central GOA ABC for non-pelagic trawl vessels <= 58 ft combined for areas:
Prince William Sound outside, Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Chignik. The proposal includes 100% observer coverage.
The proposal would allocate 25% of the CGOA ABC for all groundfish species. It is not clear what impact this proposal would have on
species that are allocated on a GOA-wide basis without a specific allocation in the Central GOA. These include Atka mackerel,
octopuses, sculpins, sharks, other skates, and squids. We assume that these species would not be allocated.
The proposal refers to closing these trawl fisheries on a bycatch limit, but there is no bycatch limit specified in the proposal.
1. Proposal 43 would require decreases in the TACs since the Council and NMFS set TACs less than the ABCs to account for GHLs.
NMFS would need to monitor the GHL catch to monitor the annual catch limits for federal ABCs and overfishing levels. This
proposal for non-pelagic trawl gear would decrease TACs for species harvested by vessels using hook-and-line gear including IFQ
sablefish and incidental catch of species in the IFQ sablefish targets. Some groundfish species are not open for directed fishing
because the ABCs/TACs are not large enough for the potential effort and may only support incidental catch amounts in other
fisheries. Reducing the TACs by 25% may result in TACs being exceeded earlier in the year which may result in NMFS prohibiting
retention of these species with low ABCs/TACs.
1. In 2013, these species were set equal to the ABC in the Western and Central GOA: pollock, sablefish, deep-water flatfish, rex
sole, Pacific ocean perch, northern rockfish, shortraker rockfish, rougheye rockfish, dusky rockfish, thornyhead rockfish, other
rockfish, big skate, longnose skate.
2. In 2013, these species were set equal to ABC Gulf-wide: other skates, sharks, squids, octopus.
2. Reduces allocations for the Central Rockfish and IFQ sablefish catch share programs..
3. Reduces sideboard limits for AFA catcher vessels, Crab sideboarded vessels, and Amendment 80 and Central GOA
catcher/processors.
4. It may require re-consultation on Steller sea lion (SSL) protection measures to assess the impact of any increase in harvest in SSL
areas closed by Federal regulation that would be allowed under this proposal. The Federal Steller sea lion measures close directed
fishing for pollock and Pacific cod trawl fisheries on November 1. This proposal closes the fisheries on December 31 unless the
TAC or bycatch limit is reached prior to December 31.
5. From 2003 through 2013 the main targeted trawl groundfish fisheries in state waters are for pollock and Pacific cod. There is some
catch in shallow-water flatfish and arrowtooth flounder targets in State waters; however, the catch in each of these targets averages
less than 150 mt per year from 2003 through 2013. Except for a seasonal opening on the west side of Kodiak and Afognak Islands,
all other State waters in these areas currently are closed to non-pelagic trawl gear.

Proposal 44: Pollock GHL set at 25% of Central GOA ABC for vessels <58 ft using pelagic trawl, non-pelagic trawl, seine, or jig
gear, in combined areas of Cook Inlet, Kodiak, and Chignik. The proposal includes 100% observer coverage.
1. Would require a decrease in the TACs and seasonal apportionments. See the Tables 1 and 2 below.
2. It may require re-consultation on Steller sea lion (SSL) protection measures to assess the impact of any increase in harvest in SSL
areas closed by Federal regulation that would be allowed under this proposal. Existing SSL protection measures allocate the
pollock fishery by four seasons to distribute the directed fishery over time. Another SSL protection measure closes pollock directed
fishing on November 1. It appears that this proposal would not establish seasonal allocations and would close the fishery on
December 31 unless the GHL has been reached.
3. Chinook salmon bycatch (PSC) limits apply in the Western and Central GOA pollock fisheries. The federal limits would not apply to
the state GHL fisheries for pollock, and the proposal does not address whether Chinook salmon PSC limits would be part of the new
GHL fisheries. Chinook salmon PSC may increase unless the state establishes Chinook salmon PSC limits.
4. Halibut bycatch (PSC) limits also apply to all trawl fisheries (including pollock). These federal limits would not apply to the state GHL
fishery for pollock, and the proposal does not address whether halibut PSC limits would be part of the new GHL fisheries. Halibut
PSC may increase unless the State establishes halibut PSC limits.
5. Reduces pollock sideboard limits for AFA catcher vessels.

Tables for Proposal 44 - Pollock GHLs set at 25% of Central GOA ABC
Table 1 - 2013 Status Quo Pollock OFLs, ABCs, and TACs
Species

Area/District1

OFL

ABC

GHL = 25% of ABC
TAC

GHL

TAC minus GHL
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Shumagin (610)

n/a

28,072

28,072

N/A

28,072

Chirikof (620)

n/a

51,443

51,443

12,861

38,582

Kodiak (630)

n/a

27,372

27,372

6,843

20,529

WYK (640)

n/a

3,385

3,385

846

W/C/WYK

150,817

110,272

110,272

27,568

SEO (650)

14,366

10,774

10,774

165,183

121,046

121,046

Pollock2

Subtotal

Total

2,539
89,722
N/A
27,568

10,774
100,496

WYK – West Yakutat District, W/C/WYK – Western, Central, and West Yakutat District
Blue highlighted cells are the revised TACs and GHLs under proposal 44.

Proposal 45: Require 100% observer coverage in all trawl groundfish fisheries inside state waters in the Central GOA. The
primary trawl fisheries in state waters are the parallel fisheries for pollock and Pacific cod.
1. Trawl catcher/processors are required to have 100% observer coverage, so this proposal does not apply to trawl
catcher/processors.
2. The federal observer program applies to federally-permitted vessels in the federal or parallel fisheries. The current deployment of
observers does not differ whether a vessel is fishing in federal or state waters in that fishery. Under the current deployment, if the
State requires 100% observer coverage in state waters then a vessel could only fish in state waters if they were selected for
observer coverage.
3. If 100% observer coverage was required in state waters then either this coverage would need to be incorporated into the current
federal observer program or the State would need to establish its own program to provide observer for non-federally permitted
vessels and for federally-permitted vessels not selected for observer coverage that fish in state waters. Each option has benefits
and concerns related to many aspects including enforceability, funding, deployment, and data management. A combined state and
federal observer program makes sense when reviewing the benefits of a collaborative state, federal, and IPHC electronic fish ticket
program: improved data quality, more timely data for managers, and reduction of duplicative reporting of similar information to
multiple agencies. Separate state and federal observer programs would need to be carefully developed to prevent one program
from negatively influencing the other program.
4. Because NMFS provides stock assessment for most groundfish, any new state waters observer program would need to collect data
compatible with data collected by the federal program to be used for both catch accounting and stock assessment.

Submitted By Maureen Knutsen
Affiliation
Phone
907-246-6675
maureen.knutsen@gmail.com
Email
PO Box 134
Address
Naknek, Alaska 99633
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I am writing in support of Proposal 45 to provide 100% observer coverage of trawl bycatch in the Gulf of Alaska.
I am a commercial and subsistence fisher who resides in Bristol Bay and feel that all Alaska fisheries should be held to the highest
standards of good management and sustainability. With some important species in decline in the Gulf of Alaska, accurate bycatch
information is essential.
Thank you for considering my comments.

Submitted By Mike Nugent
Affiliation
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My Name is Mike Nugent. I hold a Salmon Setnet Permit number S04K61167. I fish in the Alitak District. I support Proposal 99 as it
would allow my small operation to say afloat. With two permits able to fish under one person my site would be a viable operation. With
only one permit in an average year we might do a bit better than break even but nowhere near the average annual return. In my case no
alteration of the status quo would happen in my district as the same two permits would be fished in the same net locations.
The reality in my case was that I had to let one permit go as I had no family member who could fish the whole season. It takes too long to
transfer permits between family members while fishing from a remote site. This is one situation where the dynamics might change in the
district where the permit was fished. If nothing is done then other small operations like mine will disappear when there is no one in the
family to take over either because of age, too young or too old. The fishing site just becomes a remote cabin where the family might go for
a vacation or a hunting trip.
Please think hard letting permit holders to fish two permits. The only downside I see is if an operation with multiple permit holders wants to
horde permits by buying them but not fishing them which would drive other new entrants away.
Thanks for the time.

Submitted By Miker Spokas
Affiliation
Crab Fisherman
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While this is a good start and I support it 100%, this mandatory observer coverage for bottom trawlers also needs to be expanded to
include coverage for all waters, not just State waters. The trawlers will simply fish in their nontraditional grounds when being observed if it is
not expanded. If there is no crab season in Kodiak or Bering, then there should also correspondingly be no allowed crab/shellfish bycatch.
The reduction in species numbers results from bottom trawling practices that kill everything, not from pot fishing.

Submitted By Oliver Holm
Affiliation
self
Phone
907-486-6957
chicken@gci.net
Email
Oliver Holm
Address
PO Box 8749
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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Chairman and members of the Board of Fisheries,
I would like to comment on two proposals coming before you at the Kodiak meeting in January. I am a seiner who has fished the Kodiak
area since 1964. Most of this time I have been a seiner but I also setnetted on the westside and my wife and daughter are currently
westside setnetters.
I am opposed to proposal number 95. Seiners would lose some of their access to the hatchery produced run that returns to Telrod Cove in
Spiridon Bay. In addition access to Early Karluk sockeye would be restricted also. If the central section is open for early Karluk sockeye
fishing this proposal would preclude seiners from fishing in the central section during the gillnet only opening proscribed by this proposal.
In years of decent returns to Karluk this would hinder the ability of managers to keep Karluk escaopement from exceeding the top end of
the escapement goals. In addition seiners would lose other species such as early chum normally caught by seiners in the central
section. For the last four years seiners have not been permitted to fish in Telrod Cove because the fish that have returned in June have
been taken for cost recovery. The ending dates for cost recovery have been: 2010-June 30th, 2011-June 30th, 2012-July 7th, 2013-July
19th. A substancial portion of seiners access to Spiridon sockeye has been in Telrod Cove. In 2013 the majority of fish returning to Telrod
Cove were harvested for cost recovery so weren't available for harvest by seiners. I am on the board of our regional salmon enhancement
association (KRAA). KRAA is likely to continue cost recovery in Telrod Cove into the future as even with 2013's high enhancement tax
contribution, the budget required to produce these fish and other 2% tax funded projects is greater than the tax receipts generated. In
addition there may be new projects at Karluk and in Olga Bay that likely won't have any cost recovery option so would be funded by cost
recovery at Telrod Cove. The new projects at Anton Larsen Bay and Ouzinkie's Katmai Creek as well as old projects at Port Lions, Foul
Bay, and Waterfall Bay are also funded by cost recovery at Telrod Cove in combination with the 2% enhancement tax.
There are two other major enhancement projects, they are the Kitoi Bay Hatchery and the Fazer Lake sockeye project. Kitoi is funded
from cost recovery catches for which seiners are managed so the fish can get through to be harvested. Kitoi is not funded by the 2% tax
and contributes most of the funding for administration of KRAA. Frazer Lake fish pass is funded mainly through the state with additional
funds from KRAA generated by the 2% tax or Telrod cost recovery.
I am also opposed to proposal number 96. It is far more common for some of the seine only areas in the westside management plan area
to be closed while the central section where the setnetters fish is still open than the reverse where the central section is closed while some
of the seine only areas are open. Aside from the chaos that would result from setnetters putting gear in the way of seine haul spots in the
very small seine only areas, the proposal is poorly written as it would change the longstanding management seperation in these areas
even when there is no differential closure as any 48 hour closure in the central section after August 15th would trigger the change.
I plan to participate in the January meeting here in Kodiak but hope by commenting on these two proposals early that you may have more
time to think about them.
Sincerely;
Oliver Holm

Submitted By Richard
Affiliation
Alitak District Setnetters Association
Phone
360-391-5470
wildsalmon.tales@comcast.net
Email
13589 Trumpeter Ln
Address
Mount Vernon, Washington 98273
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State Board of Fish Proposal Comments to the State Board of Fish Members Submitted by Rich Blanc Set Gillnetter Alitak Bay.

20 Dec 13

Dear BOF Members:

I am a fisherman in Alitak Bay for 46 years, five years on a seiner and 41 years set gill netting. I am submitting the following comments on
the following proposals for your consideration:

Proposal 88, oppose:
This is purely an allocation proposal, there is no biological justification for this proposal. The author states that those likely to suffer are
those who fish in the outside sections (Alitak Bay and Moser Bay) and that those who fish in Olga Bay will benefit by an increase in catch
of larger quality fish.

This proposal restricts F&G management of the fishery which will lead to terminal fisheries as the fish will not be able to be harvested in
the traditional areas.

The present regulation provides for a minimum closure of 69 consecutive hours in every 10 day period ensuring a genetically diverse
stock.

I urge you to retain the present regulation or an alternative reinstating the previous regulation that provided for a mandatory 2.6 day closure
in every 10 day period with all sections in the Alitak District (Cape Alitak, Alitak Bay, Moser Bay and Olga Bay) opening at 12 noon and
closing at 9:00 pm.

Proposal 89, support:

Proposal 90, support:

Proposal 91, oppose:

I oppose changing the Optimum Escapement Goal (OEG) to a Biological Escapement Goal (BEG) on the Early Upper Station Run.
Historically, the Early Upper Station run has not supported a strong stock fishery. F&G would be compelled to manage Early Upper
Station as a strong sock fishery with a BEG designation. Frazer Lake Run is a healthy strong stock fishery. Managing a weak strong
stock fishery (Early Upper Station) along with a healthy strong stock fishery (Frazer Lake Run) will result in numerous terminal fisheries.
There has not been a terminal fishery in Olga Bay since the Early Upper Station run was designated OEG.

The present Alitak District Management Plan provides latitude for F&G to manage openings to ensure that the OEG is achieved in the

Early Upper Station Run. Mandating
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the fishery from June 16 through July 15 instead of June 1 through July 15 is not necessary and limits F&G’s ability to mange the fishery.

The Upper Station Early Run Sockeye Escapement has a currant lower goal of 43,000 and a currant upper goal of 93,000. The 10 year
average (2003 - 2012) is right on or just above the 43,000 lower goal. See, Figure 17.-Upper Station Early Run Sockeye: 30-Year
Escapement, 10-Year Average, and Upper and Lower Optimal Escapement Goals (Nemeth et al. 2010).

There are more effective ways to enhance the Early Upper Station Early Run. I urge you to reject Proposal 91.

Proposal 98, oppose:
This is an allocation proposal with no biological justification.

This proposal will put an extra 50 fathoms of seine net in the water reallocating the resource..

If a seiner wants to fish dual permits then enact a regulation like the set gillnetters had when they fished dual permits (2008-2010) during
the sunset clause under current regulations. The seiner as the gilllnetter would make a set on one boat and then make a set with another
boat. There would be no additional gear being fished.

I urge you to reject proposal 98.

Proposal 99 support,
Allowing a dual set gillnet permit holder to fish both permits under existing regulations is essential for a family and or partner ship with
multiple permits to economically remain in the fishery and preserve the dual permits.

The Alaska State Legislature recognized this and on 03-28-06 : Passed the Legislature, to be transmitted to the Governor for signature.

House Bill 251 would allow the Board of Fisheries to assign additional fishing privileges to persons who hold two commercial
fishing entry permits in the same salmon fishery. This would increase efficiencies and provide for those who are active in the
fishery, a more competitive edge where outstanding permits are underutilized. It will also help active fishermen more
successfully address market forces.

Correspondingly, CFEC stated, “as a general statement, CFEC supports changes that will improve conditions for Alaska salmon
fishermen and their families.” See, CFEC Memorandum August 3 2007.

The average harvest and value of a set gillnet in the Kodiak Management Area from 2002-2012 is $35,044. See, Steve Honnold, 2012,
Table 3.-Estimated commercial salmon harvest and value, by gear type, in the Kodiak Management Area 2002-2012.

This value per permit is not viable economically.
We need help. An average of $35,044 before expenses is financial ruin. Multiple permit operations can make it financially if they can fish

and preserve all their permits.
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Families and partnerships with multiple permits need a way to keep the permits fishing to be economically feasible. as children and aging
members no longer are able to fish.

From 2008-2010 when dual permit holders were allowed by regulation to fish both permits under existing regulations there was no abuse
of the regulation, fears of the opposition were not realized, and there were no complaints to enforcement. Of the 38 persons holding two
permits at the end of 2010,
-63% (24/38) are Alaska residents local to Kodiak,
-13% (5/38) are Alaska residents not local to Kodiak,
-24% (9/38) are non-residents 24% (9/38) are non-residents.

From 2004 to 2010, a total of 43 permit transfers were made which resulted in persons holding two S04K permits at year-end. Of those
transfers:
-70% (30/43) were instances in which the transferor (donor) and the transferee

(recipient) were immediate family members.

-5% (2/43) were between other relatives.
-12% (5/43) were between friends and or business partners.
-14% (6/43) were between others. See, CFEC Memorandum January , 2011

Other options:
1. Integrate joint venture, (e), under 5 AAC 18.331 GILLNET SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATIONS. Two fishers who each own a
permit can combine and form a joint venture, with proxy fishing. One fisher of the joint venture can fish the permit for the other
member of the joint venture.
2. Allow dual permit holders to fish both permits under current regulation by majority vote by area and or section.

As you can see, you can’t financially enter the fishery buying a permit, site and gear earning an average of $35,044 per season and
survive. A multiple permit family and or partner operation can be financially viable if they can fish and preserve their permits. This will
allow as well an operation to be sold to an entry level fisherman and be economically viable.

I urge you to support Proposal 99.

Thank you for your consideration,

Rich Blanc
Set Gillnet

Submitted By Susan Payne
Affiliation
Phone
907-486-3737
sourdoughsolar@gmail.com
Email
PO Box 1903
Address
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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January 2014 BOF Testimony by Susan Payne
Only three years ago, we came before you to urge you to end permit stacking for the Kodiak set net fleet. Again, we have to revisit this
issue not only for the set net fleet (Proposal 99), but now the seine fleet as well (Proposal 98). How sad.
When permit stacking was allowed, our family of two permits did take advantage of the opportunity so that I could visit my elderly parents
with my children for 10 days during the season for the July 4th Holiday. There were no CFEC rules that would allow this limited leave from
the fishery, allowing my husband to fish our gear. Pulling the nets at that time, did sometimes affect our overall total, so leaving them in was
a financial advantage. It is convenient for a family to utilize this provision, and we have done so.
However, when it came time to renew the permit stacking, we were against it because we felt that this would restructure the fishery, giving
advantage to some and limiting others from participating in the fishery. We are still against permit stacking in both the seine and set net
fisheries.
Three years ago, people argued that they needed to stack their permits in order to make a living at salmon fishing. The last two years,
prices of salmon have increased the gross of all fishers substantially. Financial reasons no longer are a valid argument for stacking. There
are only so many write-offs people can make, excess profits just go to the government and do not help the greatest number of individuals
wanting to start fishing businesses. This alone should be enough to vote no on these proposals. With the increased prices, latency issues
are likely not an issue at this time either.

Proposal 98 concerns me as far as stock management is concerned. In some management areas, the additional net will affect the
abundance of fish arriving at stream terminus especially in the narrow bays (eg. outer Terror Bay near Bowmans Creek, Anton Larsen Bay,
and inner Uganik).

Regarding Proposal 95:
All Kodiak salmon fishers contribute to the cost of the Telrod enhancement project, but on years of low early Karluk abundance only the
seine fleet are able to fully utilize this resource. Without affecting subsistence or any managed salmon species abundance, this proposal
allows the set net fleet time to acquire additional harvest opportunity of this Telrod run. Since the seine fleet can move to the terminal
fishery area, there is no reallocation issue. Because of this ability to travel, I see no reason to include the seine fishery in this additional
time for setnetters. This proposal appears to correct an allocation issue that currently favors the seine fleet over the setnet fleet on this
particular run of fish.
Thank you for considering my concerns in this letter. I will likely not be able to deliver these comments in person as I work a winter only job
in town.
In summary:
Proposal 95: For.
Proposal 98: Against.
Proposal 99: Against.

Sincerely,
Susan Payne
907-486-3737

Submitted By Theresa
Affiliation
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~December 23, 2013
Board of Fish Comments
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK. 99811
Proposal 98- Oppose - Permit stacking in the Kodiak Seine Fishery
Proposal 99- Oppose - permit stacking in the Kodiak Setnet Fishery
To Chairman Johnstone and members of the Board of Fish,
My name is Theresa Peterson and my family and I have lived and fished out of Kodiak for over 30 years. We own and operate a fishing
vessel which we use to fish a combination of fisheries including Tanner crab, cod, herring, salmon and halibut. In addition, we own and
operate a salmon gillnet site on the South end district of Kodiak.
We believe the limited entry system to be an ideal model to manage fisheries in promoting active participation through owner on board
requirements. The permit system represents the backbone of a fisheries management policy which supports coastal communities found
throughout Alaska. The system provides sufficient entry level opportunity, protected by the State of Alaska Constitution, in providing the
maximum number of permits determined appropriate for each limited fishery. It is a system that has proven to work well and thorough
review should be conducted for each fishery prior to implementing a significant change in the fishery.
By way of background, in addition for actively fishing for the last 30 years and raising three children in Kodiak, I have previously served on
the ADF&G advisory committee as the South end set net representative and currently serve on the Advisory Panel to the North Pacific
Fisheries Management Council. I serve on the board of the Alaska Jig Association and work part time for the Alaska Marine Conservation
Council. My involvement with fisheries policy is focused on maintaining opportunity for future generations. I am writing on behalf of myself
and my family.
Prior to allowing permit stacking in the Kodiak Island set net fishery or seine fisheries there is a need to establish policy guidelines to
determine social, economic and conservation goals of the action. The legislative action, HB251, which allowed for permit stacking in the
Bristol Bay drift net fishery, was brought forth during years of economic distress due to low salmon prices and geared to consolidate a
large number of unused permits. The objective was to remove latent permits from the fishery using the funds of its participants. To provide
incentive to purchase an additional permit, Board of Fish action adopted a regulation that allowed two individual permit holders to fish on
the same vessel and their combined operation was allowed to fish an extra 50 fathom of net. This action was adopted with clear objectives
and determined as necessary in the Bristol Bay fishery after an optimum permit study was conducted. No such objectives or optimum
permit study exist for the Kodiak set net or seine fishery.
Points to consider against proposal 99:
• A 50% potential ownership reduction represents a significant shift in the fully utilized setnet fishery. Without a thorough analysis and clear
policy direction, this action is nothing more than a convenience.
• There is no observed excess of harvesting capacity in this fishery.
• The State, through CFEC regulations, demands active participation of permit holders and prohibits absenteeism, but makes allowances
for these in cases of hardship through emergency transfers.
• When consolidating a fishery, we must take into consideration the requirements of Alaska’s constitution. Particularly Article VIII Section
15: “A limited entry system should impinge as little as possible on the open fishery clauses consistent with the constitutional purposes of
Limited Entry”.
• The already scarce supply of permits for sale will be further limited if permit stacking is allowed.
• Dual permits disadvantage the single permit holder.
• Dual permits may enable Kodiak setnet participants to engage in other salmon fisheries and other occupations. This circumvents the
current regulation which states that salmon permit holders may only participate in one salmon fishery as a permit holder in any given year.
• The proposal primarily benefits those who currently hold limited entry permits and will consolidate ownership of the limited entry permits,
thereby reducing future opportunity for others.
• Permit stacking will exacerbate the challenges found in small rural communities around Kodiak to acquire limited entry permits.
The ability to stack permits in the Kodiak seine fishery is fraught with allocation issues. An increase in seine length will only advantage
vessels large enough to carry that size net. Smaller vessels, our 42’ boat included, will be at an unfair advantage to compete, thereby
creating an allocation within the user group. In the traditional fishing grounds where boats fish 2 and 3 sets out, the extra length will disrupt
historical fishing practices.
It is a privilege to participate in the limited entry fisheries in Alaska and there is a fine balance to provide economic opportunity for those
engaged in the fishery while providing opportunity for those who want a chance to put their boots on and go fishing. Before disrupting a
functioning fishery which allows for maximum participation, conduct the studies to illustrate why the action is needed. While there are a
number of unused permits in the seine fleet, each permit represents an opportunity for someone and we have seen a number of young
fishermen buy into salmon over the last few years. From my perspective this is a good thing. An optimum permit study should be
conducted over the next few years and then the Board may choose to consider if there is a need to reduce permits in the fishery. If a flood
of permits starts to come into Kodiak and there is identified economic distress among the participants then it then it may be appropriate to

consider a change. However, right now the fishery and its participants are thriving and we are experiencing record seasons
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fleet. A thorough analysis demonstrating the need, with established goals and objectives should be conducted prior to allowing
stacking in any fishery.
Thank you for your careful consideration of this issue and we look forward to discussing the matter further during your visit to Kodiak.
Sincerely,
Theresa Peterson and family

Submitted By Toby Sullivan
Affiliation
Phone
907-360-8837
tobysullivan@gmail.com
Email
PO Box 3047
Address
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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To: Alaska Board of Fish

From:
Toby Sullivan
PO Box 3047
Kodiak, AK 996715

December 23, 2013

Dear Board of Fish Members-

I write in support of Kodiak Finfish Proposal 95. This proposal would allow a 114 hour gillnet-only commercial salmon opening in late June
in the Central Section of the Kodiak Management Area. The area would open to both gillnet and seine fishermen if the minimum
escapement was reached for the early Karluk sockeye run.

I support this revision to the existing rules because in years of low early Karluk sockeye escapements, the Central Section, which allows for
both gillnet and seine gear, is often closed for long periods of time to allow for Karluk sockeye escapement. During these closures neither
seine nor gillnet fishermen can fish in the outside areas of the Central Section. However, when the Central Section is closed, seine vessels
can harvest sockeye bound for Telrod Cove in Spiridon Bay, inside a special seine only area within the Central Section, while gillnet
fishermen sit idle. This Spiridon Bay run is a put and take fishery developed by Kodiak Regional Aquaculture Association, and has been
paid for by assessments on both gillnet and seine fishermen.

In years of low Karluk early run sockeye escapements therefore, because gillnetters are idle and have no opportunity to catch these
Spiridon bound fish swimming through the Central Section, the result has been an unintended allocation of Spiridon bound sockeyes to
seine fishermen.

The data I attach with this letter shows this clearly. After years of strong Karluk runs the early Karluk sockeye run was much diminished from
2008-2011, resulting in long closures in the Central Section during June. This resulted in very few Spiridon bound fish being caught in
outside areas of the Central Section, (by both gillnetters and seiners) and a much higher proportion of those fish being caught in the seine
only fishery inside Telrod Cove. In 2012, when the early Karluk run rebounded, the ratio of fish caught in the outside Central Section areas
rose back to historical levels.

This situation would not be an issue if the forecast for the early Karluk sockeye run was good for the next few years, because the Central
Section would have long openings, allowing for good fishing opportunities for both for both gear to catch Telrod Cove bound fish swimming
through the Central Section. However, ADF&G foresees a downturn in the Karluk early run sockeye in the next few years, which will result
in long closures in the Central Section, and again, because the gillnetters will be closed, an allocation of Telrod cove sockeye to the seine
only area in Telrod Cove.

I believe Proposal 95 is a good way to alleviate this skewing of historic allocation ratios between seiners and gillnetters. The proposed

gillnet only opening on June 28th would happen right at the peak of the Telrod Cove run, but because 88% of the Karluk run
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passed by June 28th, and because gillnetters historically catch only about 50% of those Karluk bound fish, the threat to the2 natural
Karluk
run would be low. The proposal also allows for seiners to participate also in this opening if the natural Karluk run has met escapement
levels by June 28th, and the threat to the natural Karluk run was low. This seems like a fair way to allow seine fishermen opportunities to
catch these Telrod Cove also, in addition to their seine only Telrod Cove fishery.

Thank you for your consideration of this proposal.

Toby Sullivan

Spiridon Bound Sockeye Harvests 1994-2012
All figures in number of fish

Seine Only Seine & GillnetSeine Only Seine & Gillnet
Karluk

Total

early run

Spiridoncaught in

escapementRun

Spiridon run Spiridon run
caught in

Spiridon run Spiridon run
caught in

caught in

Telrod Cove outside areas Telrod Cove outside areas

1994 260,771

267,464 128,897

138,567

48.19%

51.81%

1995 238,079

96,621 31,692

64,929

32.80%

67.20%

1996 250,357

387,062 162,118

224,944

41.88%

58.12%

1997 252,859

147,245 64,483

82,762

43.79%

56.21%

1998 252,298

215,514 88,449

127,065

41.04%

58.96%

1999 392,419

468,220 190,774

277,446

40.74%

59.26%

2000 291,351

202,472 81,931

120,541

40.47%

59.53%

2001 338,799

147,295 59,733

87,562

40.55%

59.45%

2002 456,842

491,629 199,532

292,097

40.59%

59.41%

2003 451,856

633,449 258,564

374,885

40.82%

59.18%

2004 393,468

185,961 75,009

110,952

40.34%

59.66%

2005 283,860

144,857 55,997

88,860

38.66%

61.34%

2006 202,366

88,945 36,435

52,510

40.96%

59.04%

2007 294,740

171,341 70,250

101,091

41.00%

59.00%

2008 82,191

244,414 155,981

88,433

63.82%

36.18%

2009 52,798

155,025 81,725

73,300

52.72%

47.28%

2010 71,453

174,472 100,727

73,745

57.73%

42.27%

2011 87,049

167,293 111,459

55,834

66.63%

33.37%

2012 188,085

171,344 77,934

93,410

45.48%

54.52%
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Submitted By Warren brown
Affiliation
Com fish
Phone
907 234-7498
Buck@xyz.net
Email
Po box 77
Address
Seldovia, Alaska 99663
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Please enact the 100 percent observer coverage on the state trawl fleet. This would be a great step towards more coverage on all trawl
fisheries.

Submitted By Wendy Beck
Affiliation
Kodiak set net permit holder
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board,
My name is Wendy Beck,and I would like to state my OPPOSITION to proposal 99 for the record.
I have been involved in the set gillnet fishery on the west side of Kodiak Island for many years. As a permit holder and fishing business
owner I see proposal 99 simply consolidating ownership and creating a more narrow field. For young people that would like the
chance to to be able to buy in to this fishery, it will be next to impossible from both an economic and availability standpoint. NO study has
been done showing the need for consolidation in this fishery. Consolidation is never good for small coastal communities such as Kodiak.

Active participation in the fishery is critical to keeping things balanced and healthy. One permit,
I urge you to vote NO on proposal 99.
Sincerely,
Wendy Beck

one person, keeping open opportunity.

Submitted By Weston Fields
Affiliation
Fields and Sons
Phone
907 942 7190
seascrolls@gmail.com
Email
Box 35
Address
Kodiak, Alaska 99615
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~~2014 Permit Stacking for Kodiak Set Gillnet Permit Holders
I support Proposal 99 for Kodiak Setnet Permit Stacking beginning in 2014.
A number of unsupported, unsupportable, and erroneous claims have been made about purported negative impacts from the proposed
reinstatement of stacking for SØ4K Kodiak setnet permits.
Stacking did not, does not, and will not contribute significantly to “consolidation” of permit ownership. Most permit ownership is already
within family units, and consolidation is often simply a matter of family members having chosen over the years to share equipment and
labor in order to make setnetting a more fiscally viable small business. Stacking primarily makes it more convenient for families to use
permits in keeping with the varying and constantly changing needs of age, health, winter job responsibilities, or the need for children or
spouses to be absent for part of a season in order to attend school or to care for children attending school during what is one of the
longest continuous salmon seasons in the State of Alaska.
The 2013 Kodiak season stretched for approximately 90 days (June 7-September 7), and in the autumn significantly overlapped the
beginning of local schools as well as many colleges. Stacking allows for families to plan ahead for such unavoidable absences, mainly for
the first week or two of the season and the last three weeks of the season.
The length and timing alone of the Kodiak season precludes any significant comparison with Bristol Bay, so appeal to the situation there is
largely irrelevant.
Stacking has no proven impact on new or future entrants. In the 40 years since the inception of limited entry, buying and selling of permits
has always been minimal, and use of permits has always been optimal. Very few permits have been or are allowed to be dormant or
“latent,” and one must remember that statistics about usage of permits based on deliveries (pink slips) are largely faulty and unreliable.
This is because it is almost universally normal for families to deliver shared catches on one permit per total delivery, and simply for
accounting convenience one permit per family may end up being credited with most of a season’s catches, even though several permits
have been used to catch the fish. This is because all the members of a family group may pick multiple nets in multiple skiffs at the same
time and deliver from multiple skiffs at the same time, but the tender writes everything on one pink slip with one permit number. In short
there is no firm evidence for the number of “latent” SØ4K permits.
There is no proof that stacking SØ4K permits will negatively impact smaller, rural communities. First, very few SØ4K permits are held by
residents of smaller rural communities. More than that, stacking more often results in added efficiency leading to added profitability for
family operations, and thus more net income to be spent in the owners’ communities, whatever their size or location.
There is absolutely no clear evidence that stacking SØ4K permits affected permit prices in the past. There are only two primary factors
which have affected prices over the last 40 years: fish prices and volume of fish runs, both in the very recent past and anticipated in the
future. Stacking is highly unlikely to affect prices of Kodiak setnet permits.
There is, further, no evidence of any sizeable demand for permits from the residents of the six villages around Kodiak Island. On the
contrary, in the past 40 years more villagers have sold setnet permits than have tried tried to buy them.
There is no hard evidence that permit stacking led to purchase of permits to expand multiple permit sites. The majority of sites have had
to be multiple permit sites already, just to survive. There is no evidence that multiple permit sites disadvantage single permit sites. There
is no evidence that the supply of permits for sale will be affected by permit stacking, nor, conversely is there any evidence that lack of
stacking will result in more permits offered for sale or more participants in the fishery. Thus, the reference to State vs. Herbert is irrelevant
to the Kodiak setnetting fishery because it is not based on any clear evidence.
I have participated in the Kodiak setnet fishery for the past 53 consecutive seasons. It is my opinion that stacking permits will have no
measureable real effect on the fishery except to make it more convenient and more survivable. Stacking should be reinstituted by the
Board of Fisheries.
Sincerely,
Weston W. Fields
Bear Island, Uyak Bay, Kodiak Island
seascrolls@gmail.com.; P. O. Box 35, Kodiak 99615; Tel.: 907-942-7190
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Submitted By Robert Funkhouser
Affiliation
Kodiak Salmon Seiner
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I have been a Kodiak Salmon Seiner for over 30 years. I Oppose Proposal 90. Fisheries Managers already close Cape Alitak Section If
Upper Station Sockeye is not meeting escapement levels. It would be difficult for managers to manage Humpy-Deadman if this Proposal
is confirmed. Purse Seiners would suffer with this proposal.
I Oppose Proposal 92. It would be very hard to manage the Cape Igvak Fishery under this proposal. Kodiak Seiners don't exceed 15% of
the total havest very often. The Kodiak area managers do a great job keeping us under 15% year after year. Over the years the Chignik
fleet has become more efficient at fishing the outer capes. I believe at many times during the season Chignik Seiners target & catch many
Sockeye headed for Kodiak Rivers. Loosing the ability to manage the Cape Igvak Section by never being able to exceed 15% would be
difficult for managers, and a hardship on Kodiak Seiners.
I Oppose Proposal 93. It would be a hardship on Kodiak Seiners. We are supposed to get the opprortunity to catch 15% of the total run.
We are always shut down during the overlap period from June 28th to July 8th. If managers don't have the ability to go over 15% early, it
would be hard to catch up after July 8th.
I Oppose Proposal 94. Having to check in and check out would be very difficult for area managers to work with. The company i fish for
requires me to deliver every day when fishing Cape Igvak. As do most processors in Kodiak. We also are required to list where all fish
have been caught on our fish tickets at all times. Crossing the Shelikof with a full tank of water is something most fisherman avoid doing. Its
a safety issue, the weather is very difficult at times. Transporting fish accross Shelikof is not good for the fish, so we don't do it. Kodiak
Seiners and Managers woud suffer with this Proposal.
I Oppose Proposal 95. Having a Setnet only opening on the Westside of Kodiak is allocative. Westside setneters already catch a much
larger portion of all Kodiak Sockeye Salmon. We cannot let this happen. As it stands now 60% of Telrod bound fish are caught outside of
Telrod Cove. Of those fish 75% are caught by westside setnetters. I have been fishing primarily on the westside of Kodiak Island for over
30 years. We now only have a minimal amout of Purse Seine sets we can make, without a setnet right in front of our nets in the Northwest
Kodiak District. Once we start having Setnet only openings. Then the Setnetters will want Setnet only openings all the time. 500,000 lbs of
Sockeye have been harvested in Telrod Cove for cost recovery in recent years. Every Kodiak salmon fisher benefits from this money.
Please do not consider this Proposal. Its just a fishgrab by the Setnetters.
I Oppose Proposal 96. Would be a huge gear type conflict. Difficult to manage.
I Oppose Proposal 97. Delaying a Closure would mess with any set fishing periods. If the weather is coming, then pull your nets early.
Thats what the Seiners have to do.

I Support Proposal 98. I would like to see this proposal ammended to read. That seines could be 250 fathoms with or without leadweb.
Without permit stacking.
I Oppose Proposal 99. I oppose allowing anyone person to fish two pemits at the same time.
Thank You
Rob Funkhouser
F/V Kipper
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Submitted By Bob Krueger
Affiliation
Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association
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Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association
PO Box 991
Kodiak, AK 99615

Proposal 43

Oppose

Proposal 44

Oppose

Proposal 45

Oppose

The Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association (AWTA) is located in Kodiak and represents the majority of independently owned trawl vessels
that harvest groundfish in the Central Gulf of Alaska (CGOA). Our member vessels also harvest groundfish in the Western Gulf of Alaska
(WGOA) and Bering Sea (BS).

Proposals 43 & 44
We oppose these proposals that would create a new state waters non-pelagic (bottom) trawl fishery for all species of groundfish (Proposal
43) or for Pollock (Proposal 44) in the Central and Western Gulf of Alaska.

There is no mechanism for the management of Prohibited Species Caps (PSC) inside state waters. Halibut, Tanner Crab and
Chinook salmon resources would be compromised by this new increased effort inside state waters. A large and complex system for
the monitoring, assessing, reporting and management of PSC inside state waters would have to be developed. The development of
this program would demand a significant amount of time, work by ADFG personnel and money.
There is no observer program for fisheries inside state waters. This proposal calls for 100% observer coverage inside state waters
with the cost being paid by the vessels. While the cost for the onboard observers could be paid for by the vessels, the entire staterun management structure required to manage a new observer program would have to be funded by the state at significant cost
The movement of 25% of the massive stocks of Pollock, Rockfish, shallow-water flatfish and deep-water flatfish from Federal to
State waters and designating it for harvest only by vessels under 58’ in length is a direct re-allocation from one user group to another.
There are only two (2) under 58’ vessels that are home-ported in Kodiak and fish primarily in Central Gulf of Alaska. These
proposals would take access to 25% of all groundfish (proposal 43) or Pollock (Proposal 44) in the Central Gulf away from the 35+
trawl vessels and grant access to these two vessels.
It is impossible for two under 58’ vessels to harvest the TAC’s of all groundfish Central Gulf of Alaska. It is likely that enormous
amounts of groundfish would not be harvested every year with the resulting lack of revenues for historic trawl vessels, their
processors and the community infrastructure that supports these fisheries.
There is a large group of less than 58’ trawl vessels that fish in the Western Gulf of Alaska and a many of these vessels have Central
Gulf of Alaska endorsements. Since it is impossible for 2 vessels to harvest the TAC’s in the CGOA, it is likely that these WGOA
vessels would move into the CGOA and target groundfish. Again, this is a direct reallocation from one user group to another, this
time from the historic Kodiak fleet to the under 58’ Sand Point and King Cove fleets
CGOA trawl vessels and their associated processors have worked together to develop business plans for the harvest and
processing of groundfish. Any reallocation to other user groups will disrupt these long-established relationships.
CGOA trawl vessels have built relationships with support business and vendors and any reallocation will have a significant impact on
these other businesses...
The city and borough of Kodiak have invested heavily in infrastructure (harbors, shipyard, etc.) and they depend on the revenues that
flow from the trawl fleet. Any reduction of groundfish to the trawl fleet will have a significant impact on Kodiak.
All federal participants have made substantial investments in gear and technology to harvest groundfish while minimizing bycatch.
Any reallocation that limits access to the resource will lead to excessive stranded capital for these fleets.
Temporal and Spatial measures have been taken to protect Stellar Sea Lions. All groundfish harvests are split into different seasons
with specific PSC caps established for each season within each fishery. Areas around rookeries and haul-outs have been closed.
Having more harvest come out of the sensitive near-shore state waters will likely result in a Section 7 consultation of the SSL
protection measures.
The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council is moving forward with the development of a new management structure for trawl
fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska. The interaction between federal and state-waters is an important component of the management
structure. Any changes in the federal/state-water relationship need to be conducted within that process.
This proposal was submitted by an under 58’ vessel that is a new entrant into Gulf of Alaska trawl fisheries with very little
history. This proposal is aimed at dis-enfranchising vessels with long-term histories of participation in, and dependence

on, Gulf of Alaska trawl fisheries for the specific gain of themselves and a very small group of new small vessels.
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Proposal 45
We oppose this propose that would require 100% observer coverage for trawl vessels targeting groundfish inside state waters.
The North Pacific Groundfish and Halibut Observer program has been in place since the beginning of 2013. It has extended
observer coverage to not only the trawl fleet but also to other sectors that impact our important fisheries resources. This is a very
complex program developed over a number of years and it is unrealistic to create a new state designed, implemented and managed
observer program inside state waters within any reasonable time frame.
The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council has already begun the process of developing a new trawl management program in
the Gulf of Alaska. One of the requirements in this new program will be 100% observer coverage.
The GOA trawl industry has been the subject of numerous Prohibited Species Cap (PSC) reductions over the past few years. There
has been a reduction in the Halibut PSC cap as well as the establishment of reduced caps for Chinook salmon in both our Pollock
and non-Pollock fisheries trawl fisheries. There has also been action taken to require new modified trawl sweeps for all vessels
targeting flatfish as well as an area closure in the Marmot Bay area.

The established trawl industry in the Gulf of Alaska is comprised of harvesting vessels, processors, vendors and communities that support
this industry. Working together, the trawl industry delivers large volumes of groundfish that provide fish for the processors, employment
opportunities doe processor workers, and economic benefits to local vendors as well as our coastal communities. The trawl industry is a
major economic engine which provides tremendous economic and social benefit to the State of Alaska and those who live here.

AWTA asks that the Board reject proposals 43, 44, and 45. We also ask that the Board work alongside the North Pacific Fisheries
Management Council and the GOA trawl industry as the new fishery management structure is developed.

Best Regards,

Robert L. Krueger, President
Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association
Robert.Krueger@alaskawhitefishtrawlers.org

